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A ultrasonic nomogram 
of quantitative parameters 
for diagnosing breast cancer
Cong Wang  & Ying Che *

This study aimed to develop a nomogram through the collection of quantitative ultrasound 
parameters to predict breast cancer. From March 2021 to September 2022, a total of 313 breast 
tumors were included with pathological results. Through collecting quantitative ultrasound 
parameters of breast tumors and multivariate regression analysis, a nomogram was developed. The 
diagnostic performances, calibration and clinical usefulness of the nomogram for predicting breast 
cancer were assessed. A total of 182 benign and 131 malignant breast tumors were included in this 
study. The nomogram indicated excellent predictive properties with an AUC of 0.934, sensitivity 
of 0.881, specificity of 0.848, PPV of 0.795 and NPV of 0.841. The calibration curve showed the 
predicted values are basically consistent with the actual observed values. The optimum cut-off for 
the nomogram was 0.310 for predicting cancer. The decision curve analysis results corroborated good 
clinical usefulness. The model including BI-RADS score, SWE and VI is potentially useful for predicting 
breast cancer.

Abbreviations
AUC   Area under curve
BI-RADS  Breast imaging reporting and data system
DCA  Decision-curve analysis
E-mean  Mean elastic modulus value
SMI  Superb microvascular imaging
VI  Vascular index
SWE  Shear wave elastography

Breast cancer is a malignant tumor that occurs from the ductal epithelium and terminal ductal epithelium of 
the  breast1. In developed countries of Europe and the United States, the incidence rate of breast cancer ranks 
first among female malignant tumors. In China, breast cancer has always been the first cause of death among 
 women2. Up to now, the diagnosis of breast cancer is mainly based on clinical examination combined with 
anatomical imaging information, such as X-ray photography, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasound, breast 
physical examination, etc. Although there are many detection methods, biopsy is the gold standard to accurately 
judge the benign and malignant tumors. However, biopsy costs are high, has certain damage to patients, and is 
not suitable for a large number of early screening  patients3.

In the imaging examination of breast, ultrasonography has become the first choice for clinicians and patients 
because of its advantages of simplicity, convenience, economy, effectiveness and  safety4. The American College 
of Radiology has developed a Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) according to the different 
growth patterns of breast tumors and ultrasound  manifestations5. BI-RADS not only grades the benign and 
malignant degree of breast tumors, but also standardizes the description language of ultrasonic signs, which 
makes us diagnosis of breast more  standardized6. However, as the conventional ultrasound BI-RADS grading is a 
visual judgment, it is greatly affected by the technical experience of ultrasound doctors. The consistency between 
observers is poor, the false positive rate is high, and the imaging manifestations of breast tumors overlap. These 
limitations lead to a considerable number of benign lesions being over diagnosed as bi-rads:4 grade, increasing 
unnecessary  biopsies7,8.

With the continuous application of science and technology in the medical system, more and more ultrasound 
methods are used. In order to improve the level of breast tumor diagnosis, the joint application of multiple tech-
nologies has become one of the current research  hotspots9,10. Articles about multimodal ultrasound diagnosis 
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of breast cancer are many, but the nomogram including quantitative parameters has not been conducted yet. 
Therefore, our study aimed to develop a nomogram through the collection of quantitative ultrasound parameters 
to predict breast cancer.

Methods
Ethical approval. This retrospective study was approved by the review board of the First Affiliated Hospital 
of Dalian Medical University. All methods were performed in accordance with the relevant clinical research eth-
ics committee and with those of the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). 
Informed consent was waived, which was approved by the Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of 
Dalian Medical University because the present study is retrospective.

Patients. From March 2021 to September 2022, consecutive women with breast lesion were collected accord-
ing to the following inclusion criteria: (1) no radiotherapy or chemotherapy before examination; (2) BI-RADS 
category, SWE and VI could be accurately obtained; (3) tumors were confirmed by pathology; (4) ultrasound 
was performed within the previous one month of biopsy or resection. Finally, a total of 313 solid lesions from 
313 women (mean age, 47.0 ± 12.7 years [range, 15–79 years]) were included in this study.

Ultrasound examinations. Aplioi900 (Canon Medical Systems Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) equipped 
with 10–18 MHZ linear array transducer was used. The ultrasound examinations were performed by the same 
radiologist with over 10 years of experience. Through B-mode images, breast lesions were classified as BI-RADS 
category. When using superb microvascular imaging (SMI) technology to observe blood flow, gently place the 
probe on the body surface to avoid pressing. The size of the sampling frame should try to include the breast 
tissue within 1cm of the mass and its surrounding area. The region of interest was drawn manually along the 
margin of the lesion with the maximum Doppler signals, and then vascular index (VI) was automatically calcu-
lated. VI is the percentage ratio between the pixels for the Doppler signal and those for the total lesion. When 
conducting shear wave elastography (SWE) examination, place the probe gently at the breast lesion to determine 
the area of interest (the whole lesion and the surrounding area with high hardness should be included as far as 
possible), instruct the subject to hold his breath for 3–5 s, obtain a stable SWE image and freeze it, use Q-Box 
trace software to trace the tumor edge, and automatically obtain the mean elastic modulus value (E-mean). All 
data are measured 3 times and averaged. The radiologist was not blinded to the patients’ clinical characteristics. 
Pathological results were confirmed by US-guided biopsy or surgery.

Statistical analysis. SPSS 23.0 (Chicago, IL) and R sofware (version 3.4.3) were used to perform the statis-
tical analysis. Chi square test was applied to categorical variables. If the continuous numerical variable conforms 
to the normal distribution, the T-test should be applied; if not, the Ranksum test should be applied. The statisti-
cal significance was defined as less than 0.05 with two-sided test. A logistic regression model was built using 
stepwise method. We established nomogram prediction model with rms package. At the same time, the caret 
package is used for bootstrap method for internal verification and a calibration curve was drawn with 1000 boot-
straps resample. The pROC package was used to plot the ROC curves and calculate the best cut-off point and 
area under curve (AUC). The “DecisionCurve” package was used to perform Decision-Curve analysis (DCA).

Results
Basic information. 125 benign and 84 malignant breast tumors in training group and 57 benign and 47 
malignant breast tumors in validation group were analyzed and evaluated in this study (Fig. 1). The descriptions 
and univariate analysis of ultrasonic quantitative parameters are showed in Table 1. Symptom included palpable 
mass or nipple discharge. BI-RADS score, VI and Emean are significant factors for distinguishing benign and 
malignant breast tumors. Figure 2 demonstrates a benign and a malignant cases using ultrasonic quantitative 
parameters.

Establishment and validation of nomogram model. The nomogram model (Fig. 3) was established 
according to the results of binary multivariate logistic regression analysis. For example, a 45 year old woman had 
a palpable breast tumor with a BI-RADS grade of 4b, an Emean value of 90, and a VI of 7%. As shown in Fig. 1, 
a vertical line was drawn between the variable value and the corresponding point line, and the scores for age, 
symptom, BI-RADS, Emean, and VI were 42, 2, 41, 42, and 20, respectively. Thus, the total score was 147, and the 
risk of malignancy was greater than 0.9. Subsequently, the model was validated. The calibration curve was shown 
in Fig. 2. The predicted values are basically consistent with the actual observed values, which indicates that this 
nomogram model has good prediction ability (Fig. 4).

Characteristics of prediction model. The ROC curve of the prediction model is shown in Fig. 5. The 
nomogram showed excellent predictive properties with an AUC of 0.934, sensitivity of 0.881, specificity of 0.848, 
PPV of 0.795 and NPV of 0.841 (Table 2). DCA was used to assess the clinical usefulness of the nomogram, 
which get higher benefit than BI-RADS category, VI and Emean (Fig. 6).
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Discussion
In our study, a ultrasonic nomogram of quantitative parameters was developed to predict malignant and benign 
breast tumors. The model incorporating BI-RADS category, VI and Emean showed high sensitivity and specificity 
and owned good consistence between the actual observed values and prediction values for breast cancer. DCA 
showed our model has good clinical usefulness for predicting malignant and benign breast tumors.

Previous studies also have tried to develop nomogram to predict breast cancer on the basis of ultrasonic 
parameters. Luo et al. reported that the nomogram including the radiomics score and BI-RADS category was 
potentially useful for predicting breast  malignancy11. Lang et al. developed a radiomics signature based on 
preoperative ultrasound to predict disease-free survival in patients with invasive breast cancer and assessed its 
additional value to the clinicopathological predictors for individualized disease-free survival  prediction12. Meng 
et al. developed and validated a deep learning radiomic nomogram for assessing breast cancer pathological 
complete response after neoadjuvant chemotherapy based on the ultrasound  images13. All of these new models 
were based on the computer-aided technology that converts ultrasound imaging information into a series of data 
through computer algorithms, and none of them attempted to develop a nomogram including the quantitative 

Figure 1.  Flow chart of the study population enrolment.

Table 1.  Ultrasonic examination parameters in the training and validation groups.

Training group Validation group

Benign Malignant Test statistics P value Benign Malignant Test statistics P value

Total 125 84 57 47

BI-RADS (n/%) Chisquare = 74.81  < 0.001 Chisquare = 35.01  < 0.001

 3 51 (40.8) 5 (5.9) 23 (40.4) 3 (6.4)

 4a 54 (43.2) 20 (23.8) 25 (43.9) 12 (25.5)

 4b 13 (10.4) 18 (21.4) 5 (8.8) 9 (19.1)

 4c 7 (5.6) 27 (32.1) 4 (7) 14 (29.8)

 5 0 (0) 14 (16.7) 0 (0) 9 (19.1)

VI (%) Ranksum test  < 0.001 Ranksum test  < 0.001

 Median (IQR) 3.3 (2.5,4.7) 5.1 (3.2,7.5) 3.1 (1.9,3.9) 4.7 (2.9,6.7)

Emax (kPa) Ranksum test  < 0.001 Ranksum test  < 0.001

 Median (IQR) 31.7 (28,39.7) 65.8 (46.8,82.1) 35.5 (25,42.1) 59.4 (42.8,78.9)

Age (year) t-test = 7.82  < 0.001 t-test = 5.65  < 0.001

 Mean (SD) 43.3 (11) 56.2 (12.6) 44.4 (10.5) 56.6 (11.4)

Symptomatic (n/%) Chisquare = 14.59  < 0.001 Chisquare = 5.03  < 0.05

 No 54 (43.2) 15 (17.9) 21 (36.8) 8 (17)

 Yes 71 (56.8) 69 (82.1) 36 (63.2) 39 (83)
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parameters of ultrasound itself. In the present study, we construct a model focusing on the collection of quantita-
tive ultrasound parameters to predict breast cancer.

Our new nomogram model includes conventional ultrasound BI-RADS score, SWE and VI. SWE can quan-
titatively detect tissue hardness, and has the advantages of real-time, dynamic, non-invasive and good repeat-
ability. The propagation speed of shear wave in different tissues is different. The faster the velocity is, the greater 
the hardness of biological tissues is. SWE has showed a good diagnostic performance and has many applications 
in the diagnosis of breast, thyroid, liver, kidney, prostate and blood vessel  diseases14,15. As a new ultrasonic 
technology, SMI can quickly, conveniently and non-invasive detect the blood vessels in the tumor and observe 
the blood  perfusion16. The introduction of the vascular index has enabled the quantitative evaluation of tumor 
vascularity in  SMI17. The tumor blood supply determines the growth of the tumor. With the growth of the tumor, 
the blood vessels will extend more branches and form a large number of  microvessels18. They will infiltrate and 
absorb a large amount of nutrients to the periphery for the survival of the tumor. At the same time, they will 
spread and metastasize far away. The VI of SMI is highly reproducible and improves diagnostic performance 
for differentiating between benign and malignant breast  lesions19,20. However, the occurrence and development 

Figure 2.  Examples of SWE and VI ultrasound images. A benign lesion with SWE, (a) 32.8 kPa and VI 0.3%, 
(b) and a malignant lesion with SWE, (c) 159.7 kPa and VI 8.7% (d).

Figure 3.  Nomogram including BI-RADS score, SWE and VI.
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of all new technologies will be based on conventional ultrasound, which is very important in determining the 
malignant degree of breast lesions. In our study, the calibration curve of the nomogram showed high accuracy 
for individual predictions and the DCA showed that the nomogram added more benefit for predicting breast 
malignancy than either the treat-all scheme or the treat-none scheme.

There were several limitations in our current study. Firstly, bias can not be avoided as a retrospective study. 
Secondly, the data are still selective and cheap. Thirdly, we only carried out internal validation for this model. 
So It would be beneficial to test the nomogram multicenter, on a larger number of patients and prospectively.

Figure 4.  Calibration curves for the nomogram.

Figure 5.  Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of BI-RADS score, SWE, VI and the nomogram.

Table 2.  Characteristics of prediction model based on Bootstrap internal validation. PPV, positive predictive 
value; NPV, negative predictive value; PLR, positive likelihood ratio; NLR, negative likelihood ratio; AUC, area 
under the receiver operating characteristics.

AUC Cut-off Sen Spe NPV PPV

Nomogram 0.934 0.310 0.881 0.848 0.841 0.795

BI-RADS 0.831  > 4a 0.702 0.84 0.808 0.747

Emean 0.796 43.325 0.773 0.784 0.838 0.707

VI 0.717 4.61 0.607 0.744 0.738 0.614

Age 0.786 47.5 0.75 0.72 0.811 0.642

Symptomatic 0.627 0.5 0.821 0.432 0.771 0.493
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Conclusions
In our study, we constructed a new model including BI-RADS score, SWE and VI to diagnose breast cancer. The 
model could discriminate breast tumors between malignant and benign well.

Data availability
The datasets used and analyzed during the current study are available from the corresponding author on reason-
able request.
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Figure 6.  Decision curve analysis (DCA). The y-axis measures the net benefit. The gray line represents the 
assumption that all lesions are malignant. Te black line represents the assumption that all lesions are benign.
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